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	What matters in understanding digital media? Is looking at the external appearance and audience experience of software enough--or should we look further? In  Expressive Processing, Noah Wardrip-Fruin argues that understanding what goes on beneath the surface, the computational processes that make digital media function, is essential.


	Wardrip-Fruin looks at "expressive processing" by examining specific works of digital media ranging from the simulated therapist Eliza to the complex city-planning game SimCity. Digital media, he contends, offer particularly intelligible examples of things we need to understand about software in general; if we understand, for instance, the capabilities and histories of artificial intelligence techniques in the context of a computer game, we can use that understanding to judge the use of similar techniques in such higher-stakes social contexts as surveillance.
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Hadoop OperationsO'Reilly, 2012

	Over the past few years, there has been a fundamental shift in data storage, management, and processing. Companies are storing more data from more sources in more formats than ever before. This isn’t just about being a “data packrat” but rather building products, features, and intelligence predicated on knowing more about...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: South AsiaMacmillan Technical, 1992
Contemplation of the huge numbers of people now living in South Asia prompts me to point out that this volume deals with about 20 percent of the world's population (which stood at almost 5 billion in 1986, the year in which the population of South Asia passed the 1 billion mark). The rough geographic limits encompassing this mass of people and...
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Designing Relational Database SystemsMicrosoft Press, 1999
Relational databases are tricky beasts. Other kinds of commercial software  are infinitely easier to understand. Word processors are really just high-tech  typewriters, and it's pretty clear that the backspace key beats that little jar  of white stuff cold. Spreadsheets present a familiar enough paradigm, even to  non-accountants, and email is...
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The SPIN Model Checker: Primer and Reference ManualAddison Wesley, 2003
SPIN is the world's most popular, and arguably one of the world's most powerful, tools for detecting software defects
in concurrent system designs. Literally thousands of people have used SPIN since it was first introduced almost fifteen
years ago. The tool has been applied to everything from the verification of complex call processing...
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Spring LiveSourcebeat, 2004
This book is written for Java developers familiar with web frameworks. Its main purpose is for Java developers to learn Spring and evaluate it against other frameworks. One of my hopes is to compare Spring to other web frameworks, or at least show how it can be integrated with other frameworks (i.e. Struts, WebWork, maybe even Tapestry down the...
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Practical Rails Social Networking Sites (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Practical Rails Social Networking Sites shows you the complete development cycle of a social networking community web site. The project develops first as a simple content management system, after which author Alan Bradburne progressively adds features in order to build a full Web 2.0--enabled community-based social networking site using...
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